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Abstract 

 

Responsive parenting contributes to positive adolescent development, including identity formation. 

However, previous research has not described the relationship between responsive parenting and 

identity formation. This research examines the role of future orientation as a mediator in the relationship 

between responsive parenting and identity formation. A total of 450 adolescents were involved in the 

study, which included early (12-15 years old), middle (15-18 years old), and late (18-20 years old) 

adolescents. Additionally, the Parental Responsiveness Scale, the Future subscale from the Zimbardo 

Time Perspective Inventory, and the Utrecht-Management of Identity Commitment Scale were used to 

assess responsive parenting, future orientation, and identity formation. According to the results, future 

orientation can mediate the relationship between responsive parenting with commitment and in-depth 

exploration. Furthermore, this research found that responsive parenting can predict reconsideration of 

commitment. These findings indicate that this parenting has two sides, one being it can lead adolescents 

to develop future orientations, resulting in optimal identity formation. On the other hand, it directs 

adolescents to reconsider their commitments as an indicator of a suboptimal identity formation process.  
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Introduction 

Identity formation is crucial during adolescence. Adolescents who do not achieve optimal identity 

formation tend to experience various psychological problems such as anxiety (Michikyan, 2020; Nelson 

& Padilla-Walker, 2013), depression (Beyers & Luyckx, 2016; Crocetti et al., 2011), and aggressive 

behavior (Morsünbül et al., 2016; Schwartz et al., 2011). Those who succeed, on the other hand, will 

have a locus of control (Schwartz et al., 2011; Waterman et al., 2013), psychological well-being 
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(Berzonsky & Cieciuch, 2016; Cakir, 2014; Ritchie et al., 2013), and exhibit prosocial behavior (Crocetti 

et al., 2020; Nelson & Padilla-Walker, 2013). This corresponds to the stage of psychosocial development, 

specifically identity achievement vs. identity confusion as a developmental task during adolescence 

(Erikson, 1950, 1968).   

After Erik Erikson (1950) stated the concept of identity achievement vs. confusion,  James Marcia (1966) 

tried to operationalize it by proposing two dimensions of identity formation, namely commitment and 

exploration. In addition, the concept of identity formation is still evolving today, such as the three-

dimensional model of identity developed by Crocetti, Rubini, and Meeus (2008), which included 

commitment, in-depth exploration, and reconsideration of commitment. Furthermore, commitment is 

the process of making decisions about various identity domains, accompanied by confidence in those 

choices, whereas in-depth exploration is the process of reflecting on the commitments, seeking additional 

information, and discussing identity choices with others (Crocetti, 2018; Crocetti et al., 2008). If the 

commitment is deemed unsatisfactory, the adolescent can reconsideration of commitment by comparing 

it to other alternatives (Crocetti, 2018; Crocetti et al., 2008). Due to identity formation is a continuous 

process that occurs during adolescence; commitment, in-depth exploration, and reconsideration of 

commitment are all interconnected (Crocetti, 2018; Crocetti et al., 2008; Muttaqin, 2017).  

Recent research in Indonesia on adolescent identity formation discovered that it could not be separated 

from the significant role of others (Muttaqin, 2020). Additionally, the previous study has found that 

parents play an important role (Hofer & Spengler, 2020; Seiffge-Krenke & Weitkamp, 2020). The quality 

of positive relationships and attachments between parents and adolescents can lead to optimal identity 

formation (de Moor et al., 2019; Morsünbül et al., 2014, 2016). Moreover, past research has also 

investigated the link between parenting and identity formation (Ingoglia et al., 2017; Skhirtladze et al., 

2018; Sznitman, Van Petegem, et al., 2019).  

One type of parenting that is considered to benefit adolescent development is responsive parenting. This 

is because responsive parenting seeks to accept and support the needs of adolescents (Filus et al., 2019; 

Gafoor & Kurukkan, 2014). It is closely related to the quality of parental-adolescent relationships and 

attachments (Beijersbergen et al., 2012; Jiang et al., 2017). Adolescents who receive responsive parenting  

tend to avoid various psychological and behavioral problems such as stress, delinquent behavior, and 

aggression (Bogenschneider & Pallock, 2008; Kochanska & Kim, 2013; Ma et al., 2020; Ward & Lee, 2020). 
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Furthermore, they exhibit emotional resilience (Boughton & Lumley, 2011), regulation of negative affect 

(Davidov & Grusec, 2006), empathy (Kanat-Maymon & Assor, 2010), and prosocial behavior (Ward & 

Lee, 2020). 

Previous research has linked responsive parenting to optimal identity formation. For example, Soenens 

et al. (2011) found that adolescents with responsive parenting tend to seek various information related 

to identity formation actively. Moreover, the latest research by Sznitman et al. (2019) discovered that 

this parenting could lead to them determining their identity commitments. These two studies, however, 

have not explained the process of linking responsive parenting and identity formation. Researchers 

suspect that this parenting is not directly related to identity formation but positively develops 

adolescents, such as a future orientation in adolescents. 

Like past and present orientations, future orientation is a time perspective that reflects the individual’s 

tendency to focus on a particular time (Zimbardo & Boyd, 1999). It can be conceptualized as attitudes, 

cognitive processes, or individual traits oriented toward the future (Levasseur et al., 2020). Moreover, 

future-oriented individuals can see themselves far ahead by setting long-term goals, making plans, and 

anticipating consequences (Sica et al., 2016). Previous research has shown that future-oriented individuals 

are better able to construct desired careers (Jia et al., 2020), make career-related decisions (Walker & 

Tracey, 2012), and achieve satisfactory academic performance (Zhao et al., 2019).  

Future orientation can be a potential mediator between responsive parenting and identity formation. 

This is because responsive parenting will try to understand their children’s needs, including those 

concerning their future. On the other hand, adolescents will feel comfortable expressing something 

related to their future goals. Long-term goals can be a source of motivation for them to control their 

behavior to achieve the desired goals (Dreves & Blackhart, 2019; Mouratidis & Lens, 2015; Pavelková & 

Havlíčková, 2020). This can also occur during the identity formation if previous research has shown that 

future orientation is associated with optimal identity formation (Kerpelman & Mosher, 2004; Laghi et al., 

2013; Luyckx et al., 2010). Commitment and in-depth exploration can be viewed as indicators of optimal 

formation rather than a reconsideration of commitment in the three-dimensional model of identity 

(Crocetti, 2018; Crocetti et al., 2008).  

The above explanation suggests that responsive parenting can contribute to identity formation. However, 

current research on the relationship between responsive parenting and identity formation (Soenens et 
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al., 2011; Sznitman, Zimmermann, et al., 2019) has yet to fully elucidate the dynamics of the variables 

involved. Researchers suspect that there is a possibility that responsive parenting first develops 

adolescents positively, such as having a future orientation that directs them to achieve optimal identity 

formation. Therefore, this research examines the role of future orientation as a mediator in the 

relationship between responsive parenting of fathers and mothers with identity formation. The 

hypotheses tested are (1) future orientation acts as a mediator between responsive parenting of 

father/mother with commitment, (2) future orientation acts as a mediator between father/mother 

responsive parenting and in-depth exploration, and (3) future orientation does not act as a mediator 

between father/mother responsive parenting with reconsideration of commitment. 

 

Method 

Participants 

The research included 450 adolescent boys and girls in Surabaya, aged 12-20 years (M = 16,029, SD = 

2,245), who had biological and step-parents. In detail, participants have both biological parents (94.9%), 

biological father and stepmother (3.1%), as well as biological mother and stepfather (2.0%). The majority 

of participants have fathers with educational backgrounds, specifically Senior High School (33.1%), 

Bachelor Programs (36.7%), and mothers with Senior High School educational backgrounds (35.8%) and 

Bachelor Programs (31, 3%). Additionally, the majority of participants’ fathers are employees (37.3%) and 

entrepreneurs (28.0%), while the mothers are housewives (46.9%). Moreover, data were collected using 

quota and convenience sampling on 450 adolescent participants consisting of 75 boys and girls in early, 

middle, and late adolescence. Furthermore, participants were obtained by disseminating research 

information on social media platforms like Line, Instagram, and WhatsApp. If the participants were willing 

to participate, they were asked to complete the informed consent and research questionnaire online via 

Google Forms. 

Measurements 

Identity formation. The Indonesian version of the Utrecht-Management of Identity Commitment Scale (U-

MICS, Crocetti et al., 2008; Muttaqin, 2017) consisted of 26 items to measure three dimensions of 

identity. Specifically, commitment (10 items, for example, “My best friend gives me security for the 

future”), in-depth exploration (10 items, for example, “I often talk with other people about my 

education”), and reconsideration of commitment (6 items, for example, “I often think it would be better 
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to try to find a different education”). The U-MICS response uses five options ranging from 1 (strongly 

disagree) to 5 (strongly agree). In this research, U-MICS had an Alpha reliability coefficient of 0.841 for 

the commitment, 0.778 for the in-depth exploration, and 0.780 for the reconsideration of commitment. 

Responsive parenting. The 7-item Parental Responsiveness Scale (RES; Paulson, 1994) was used to measure 

parenting responsiveness (for example, “My father encourage me to talk with them about things”, “My 

mother respect my opinion and encourage me to express it”). The RES response uses five options ranging 

from 1 (strongly disagree) to 5 (strongly agree). In this research, the father's responsive parenting 

subscale had an Alpha reliability coefficient of 0.855 and the mother's responsive parenting subscale had 

an Alpha reliability coefficient of 0.876. 

Future orientation. The Future subscale of the Zimbardo Time Perspective Inventory (ZTPI, Zimbardo & 

Boyd, 1999) with 13 items was used to measure future orientation (for example, “When I want to 

achieve something, I set goals and consider specific means for reaching those goals”, “I am able to resist 

temptations when I know that there is work to be done”). This response subscale uses five options 

ranging from 1 (strongly disagree) to 5 (strongly agree). In this research, the Future subscale of ZTPI had 

an Alpha reliability coefficient of 0.636. 

 

Data analysis  

To test the research hypothesis, mediator analysis based on the approach of Baron dan Kenny (1986) 

was performed using IBM SPSS version 21. The role of future orientation as a mediator was tested using 

regression analysis, namely (1) father/mother responsive parenting to commitment/in-depth 

exploration/reconsideration of commitment (path a), (2) father/mother responsive parenting (path c), 

and future orientation (path b) to commitment/in-depth exploration/reconsideration of commitment, 

and (3) responsive parenting to commitment/in-depth exploration/reconsideration of commitment. Also, 

regression analysis was completed utilizing the Sobel test (Sobel, 1982) to determine the direct and 

indirect roles of father/mother-responsive parenting. 

 

Result 

The results of the correlation analysis (Table 1) between variables reveal that responsive parenting by 

fathers and mothers and future orientation are significantly related to commitment, in-depth exploration, 

and reconsideration of commitment. In particular, responsive parenting was associated with commitment 
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(r = 0.431, p < 0.001), in-depth exploration (r = 0.332, p < 0.001), and reconsideration of commitment 

(r = 0.187, p < 0.001). Likewise, mother-responsive parenting was positively associated with commitment 

(r = 0.377, p < 0.001), in-depth exploration (r = 0.318, p < 0.001), and reconsideration of commitment 

(r = 0.140, p < 0.01). Furthermore, there was a positive relationship between future orientation and 

commitment (r = 0.446, p < 0.001), in-depth exploration (r = 0.393, p < 0.001), as well as reconsideration 

of commitment (r = 0.107, p < 0.05). 

 

Table 1  

Correlation between responsive parenting, future orientation, and identity formation  

 M SD 1 2 3 4 5 6 

1. Responsive (father) 3.848 0.857 (0.855)*      

2. Responsive (mother) 4.098 0.807 0.640*** (0.876)*     

3. Future orientation 3.735 0.445 0.384*** 0.379*** (0.636)*    

4. Commitment 3.940 0.627 0.431*** 0.377*** 0.446*** (0.841)*   

5. In-depth exploration 3.692 0.632 0.332*** 0.318*** 0.393*** 0.647*** (0.778)*  

6. Reconsideration of commitment 3.057 0.872 0.187*** 0.140*** 0.107*** 0.317*** 0.500*** (0.780) 
*p < 0,05, **p < 0,01, ***p < 0,001 

 

Table 2 shows the results of the regression analysis, which revealed that the parenting responsiveness of 

fathers (R2 = 0.147, β = 0.384, p < 0.001) and mothers (R2 = 0.144, β = 0.379, p < 0.001), respectively, 

can predict future orientation. In contrast, future orientation can only predict commitment (R2 = 0.147, 

β = 0.329, p < 0.001) and in-depth exploration (R2 = 0.123, β = 0.312, p < 0.001), also cannot predict 

reconsideration of commitment (R2 = 0.032, β = 0.041, p > 0.05). The  Sobel test results (Table 3) found 

that future orientation can act as a mediator in the relationship between father’s responsive parenting 

and commitment (indirect effect = 0.092, z = 5.713, p < 0.001), and with in-depth exploration (indirect 

effect = 0.088) , z = 5.349, p < 0.001), as well as mother’s responsive parenting and commitment (indirect 

effect = 0.104, z = 5.856, p < 0.001), and with in-depth exploration (indirect effect = 0.094, z = 5.384, p 

< 0.001 ). 
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Table 2 

Regression of responsive parenting, future orientation, and identity formation 

Variable R2 β B S.E. t p 

Responsive (father) to commitment 

R (F)  -> FO (path a) 0.147 0.384 0.199 0.023 8.799 0.001 

FO     -> Com (path b) 0.147 0.329 0.464 0.061 7.561 0.001 

R (F)  -> Com (path c’) 0.131 0.305 0.223 0.032 7.010 0.001 

R (F)  -> Com (path c) 0.188 0.431 0.316 0.031 10.120 0.001 

Responsive (father) to in-depth exploration 

R (F)   -> FO (path a) 0.147 0.384 0.199 0.023 8.799 0.001 

FO      -> Exp (path b) 0.123 0.312 0.443 0.064 6.780 0.001 

R (F)   -> Exp (path c’) 0.070 0.212 0.156 0.034 4.604 0.001 

R (F)   -> Exp (path c) 0.110 0.332 0.244 0.033 7.440 0.001 

Responsive (father) to reconsideration of commitment 

R (F)   -> FO (path a) 0.147 0.384 0.199 0.023 8.799 0.001 

FO      -> Rec (path b) 0.032 0.041 0.080 0.099 0.812 0.417 

R (F)   -> Rec (path c’) 0.004 0.171 0.174 0.051 3.406 0.001 

R (F)   -> Rec (path c) 0.035 0.187 0.190 0.047 4.028 0.001 

Responsive (mother) to commitment 

R (M) -> FO (path a) 0.144 0.379 0.209 0.024 8.673 0.001 

FO     -> Com (path b) 0.158 0.354 0.499 0.062 7.992 0.001 

R (M) -> Com (path c’) 0.092 0.243 0.189 0.034 5.495 0.001 

R (M) -> Com (path c) 0.142 0.377 0.293 0.034 8.628 0.001 

Responsive (mother) to in-depth exploration 

R (M) -> FO (path a) 0.144 0.379 0.209 0.024 8.673 0.001 

FO     -> Exp (path b) 0.125 0.318 0.452 0.065 6.913 0.001 

R (M) -> Exp (path c’) 0.063 0.198 0.155 0.036 4.289 0.001 

R (M) -> Exp (path c) 0.101 0.319 0.249 0.035 7.107 0.001 

Responsive (mother) to reconsideration of commitment 

R (M) -> FO (path a) 0.144 0.379 0.209 0.024 8.673 0.001 

FO     -> Rec (path b) 0.007 0.062 0.123 0.099 1.237 0.217 

R (M) -> Rec (path c’) 0.016 0.116 0.126 0.055 2.300 0.022 

R (M) -> Rec (path c) 0.020 0.140 0.151 0.051 2.991 0.003 
R (F) = responsive (father), R (M) = responsive (mother), FO = future orientation, Com = commitment, Exp = in-depth exploration, Rec = 
reconsideration of commitment 

 

 

 
Table 3 

Indirect effect of responsive parenting to identity formation 

Variable Value S.E. z p 

R (F) -> FO -> Com 0.092 0.016 5.713 0.001 

R (F) -> FO -> Exp 0.088 0.016 5.349 0.001 

R (F) -> FO -> Rec 0.015 0.019 0.809 0.442 

R (M)  -> FO -> Com 0.104 0.017 5.856 0.001 

R (M)  -> FO -> Exp 0.094 0.017 5.384 0.001 

R (M)  -> FO -> Rec 0.025 0.021 1.216 0.223 
R (F) = responsive (father), R (M) = responsive (mother), FO = future orientation, Com = commitment, Exp = in-depth exploration, Rec = 
reconsideration of commitment 
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Discussion  

This research examines the role of future orientation as a mediator in the relationship between 

responsive parenting and identity formation. According to the findings, future orientation can only 

mediate between responsive parenting with commitment and in-depth exploration. These indicate that 

parents who are sensitive to their adolescent children’s needs and provide emotional warmth can 

facilitate them in setting future goals. Furthermore, when adolescents have a long-term goal plan, they 

are more likely to achieve optimal identity formation, characterized by commitment and in-depth 

exploration. 

Although there has been no previous similar research, this study supports prior findings that responsive 

parenting contributes to positive adolescent development. For example, it can make them satisfied with 

their basic psychological needs (Kaye et al., 2019) and have positive self-esteem (Yang & Laroche, 2011). 

Additionally, this finding may provide an alternative to the dynamics discovered in previous research 

(Soenens et al., 2011; Sznitman, Zimmermann, et al., 2019). Moreover, this parenting can indirectly 

predict optimal identity formation through future orientation. 

Positively responsive parenting accepts and supports adolescents’ needs, making them feel comfortable 

and cared for by their parents (Filus et al., 2019; Gafoor & Kurukkan, 2014). According to the self-

determination theory, this condition will make them feel valued and satisfied with their autonomy and 

competence (Deci & Ryan, 2000). As a result, they can develop positive psychological functions such as 

self-efficacy (Rouquette et al., 2021), behavioral regulation (von Suchodoletz et al., 2011), and 

responsibility (Bogenschneider & Pallock, 2008). This research found that responsive parenting can 

influence adolescents’ future orientation. 

Adolescents with future orientation can set long-term goals and plan strategies to achieve them (Lens & 

Tsuzuki, 2007; Sica et al., 2016). These long-term goals can serve as a source of motivation when 

attempting to achieve them (Lens et al., 2012; Pavelková & Havlíčková, 2020). Furthermore, adolescents 

with future orientation can control their behavior (Dreves & Blackhart, 2019; Mouratidis & Lens, 2015) 

and make decisions related to their long-term goals (Molinari et al., 2016; Walker & Tracey, 2012). One 

of the goals could be related to the identity formation process; therefore, those with a future orientation 

are more likely to achieve optimal identity formation (Kerpelman & Mosher, 2004; Laghi et al., 2013; 

Luyckx et al., 2010).  
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These findings indicate that future-oriented adolescents can choose an identity as a long-term goal. 

Adolescents, for example, construct, determine, and commit to a future career (Jia et al., 2020; Taber & 

Blankemeyer, 2015; Walker & Tracey, 2012). This indicates that those with future orientation tend to 

have an identity commitment (Kerpelman & Mosher, 2004; Luyckx et al., 2010). In addition, this research 

found that it will explore in-depth the commitment to their chosen identity. This will direct them to look 

for information related to identity, especially future needs (Luyckx et al., 2010). Consequently, the 

information obtained makes them believe in their chosen identity commitment (Crocetti et al., 2008).  

On the other hand, this research found that responsive parenting can directly predict reconsideration of 

commitment without requiring future orientation. This means that if they lack a future orientation, 

responsive parenting can result in them experiencing an unoptimal identity formation process. Previous 

research found that it can lead adolescents to have low emotional independence, causing them to depend 

on their parents (Filus et al., 2019; Kaye et al., 2019). Furthermore, they tend to adopt commitments 

based on their parents’ considerations (Soenens et al., 2011). As a result, if the commitment is no longer 

satisfactory, they will compare their commitments with other alternatives. 

In general, this research helps to clarify the previously discovered relationship between responsive 

parenting and identity formation   (Smits et al., 2008; Soenens et al., 2011; Sznitman, Zimmermann, et 

al., 2019). These findings indicate that responsive parenting helps adolescents develop a future orientation 

before they achieve optimal identity formation. This parenting style can facilitate the development of 

positive psychological functions such as future orientation because parents can understand and support 

needs, including future goals. On the other hand, future orientation can be a source of motivation when 

making decisions and controlling behavior during identity formation. 

Although this research shows that responsive parenting can aid in forming optimal adolescent identity, it 

can also lead to reconsideration of commitment. This indicates that parenting has two opposite sides to 

identity formation. Further research is needed to examine the relationship between responsive parenting 

and adolescent independence during identity formation. Furthermore, because this study only involves 

future orientation, the next should look at other time orientation perspectives, such as present 

orientation. Especially if this parenting is related to adolescents’ dependence on parents, they may 

develop a present orientation rather than a future. As a result, further research should consider other 
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parenting styles, such as autonomous support parenting, which may lead them to develop future 

orientation and achieve optimal identity formation. 

 

Conclusion 

This research concludes that responsive parenting can help adolescents develop a future orientation and 

thus achieve optimal identity formation. Responsive parenting, which accepts and supports adolescents’ 

needs, can inspire them to imagine and plan for their future. When adolescents have future goals that 

match their needs, they will be motivated to control their behavior to achieve those objectives. This is 

indicated by adolescents who have committed to identity and explored various information related to 

the chosen identity. However, responsive parenting can also lead to reconsideration of commitments. 
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